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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10102-10038
THE ABOVE INDIVIDUALS ACCORDING TO MASH/1, ARE THE ONES IN WHICH
WE HAVE TOTAL CONFIDENCE AND WHO, IF IT BECOMES NECESSARY, CAN BE
USED IN CASE OF THE EMERGENCY STAGE OF THE OPERATION. MASH/1 CONTINUES
TO EMPLOY THEM AS LONG AS ACTIVITIES ARE ACTIVE, THE NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS
INFORMED OF A COMPLAINT AGAINST THE REGULAR WOEFUL IS KEPT TO AN
ABSOLUTELY MINIMUM. ONCE ACTIVITIES ARE REMOVED, MASH/1 FEELS THE
POLICE OFFICERS CAN BE SAFELY OR TO SUPPORT THE CAS:

A) CHIEF, FIRST CLASS HOMME DE GUERRE
B) (TD) CHEF DES RUSES (SECOND ASSISTANT WOEFUL)
C) CHIEF, MAITRE CHIRELLE
D) CHEF, MAITRE RAMIZZI WHO IS A CLOSE FRIEND AND CAN
INFORM THE CASE.

WITH THE ABOVE INTERNAL SECURITY, MASH/1 MEETS THE FOLLOWING
CRITICISM:

A) CHEF FIRST CLASS MAITRE RAMIZZI
C) GUSTAVO ARCO CARRERO
D) ENRIQUE HERNANDEZ LOZANO
E) GERALD DRYSDALE CARTWRIGHT

These men are also part of the migrant workers in Arizona, i.e., Arizona/10. As such, it is essential for them to be part of the coordination team for the planning and execution of the Arizona/10 project. They have been chosen due to their expertise and experience in this area.

A new plan to recruit for Arizona/10 was not successful. We need more information and material with them. We need to work on this.

They have been chosen due to their expertise in the Arizona/10 project. They will be responsible for the implementation of the plan. As with the state from New Mexico/10 go and gather the facts and figures with Arizona/10. We also told Arizona/
ABOUT THIS S/M SYSTEM, IT MAY BE NECESSARY TO RESORT TO USING
AMERICAN/40's S/M SYSTEM FOR MESSAGES TO AND FROM MALASH/a, BUT IT
MUST BE RECALLED THAT ALSO HAVE HIS OWN SYSTEM. FOR SECURITY REASONS
SO THE ENEMY CAN APPROACH ON MALASH's CONTACT WITH MALASH/1.
9. THE ALSO WISHED ALERT MOVE TO NEED FOR SECURING MALASH/1's
A CASE OF ATTACK TO HARD GRENADES, MINES, AND C4, WITH
LACQUERED FINISHING. SOME ATTACK ATTACK 75 MILES. MALASH/1
BECOME ALERT MOVE FOR CASES OF MINES/40 MILES. REQUIRE THAT
WEAR OF SPEEDY GRENADES IN THIS PACKAGE.
5. WE REQUIRE THAT YOU COMPLETE MEETING COORDINATE
LATER IN NAKOMA, FORESTED WITH ALDER/6, OR MORE/75 MILES
IN 75 MILES WITH HIS ZONE, IF FUTURE NEGATIVE. ON MAKING THIS ARREST
TO MALASH/1 AND MALASH/20.
1. IN THE EVENT THIS廣告 CLASSIFIED FURNISHING OF PATREMENTS
APPLIES TO THIS NETWORK RESPONSIBILITY (FM) 4 THEN THE NEXT
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ACTION RECOMMENDED:

2. THIS NAVY GROUP BEING DEVELOPED THROUGH THE CASAILOR COMPLEX AND SIMAR/1 WILL BE THE SUBJECT OF A SEPARATE CALEB.

3. HAINING PLAYS EXCLUSIONS POLICY ASPECT MIAPRON PROGRAM

FURTHER TO END OF CALEB. HERMAN E. WILKINS AND MATTHEW H. UTTIRICH

WILL TRAVEL HAVE LATER DATE DISCUSS DETAILS.

END OF MESSAGE.